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Piedmont potatoes 
In Italy, the potato is widespread and its production is significant. This tuber is so 
distinct, that often joins the ranks of local products, obtaining, in some cases, also 
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the recognition of the PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) or PGI (Protected 
Geographical Indication). 

First, thanks to producers, especially in the mountains, who believed in the potential 
of their local varieties and have joined forces to defend the unique features of 
biodiversity. Many different varieties of potatoes populate Italy: we will tell about 
those typical of our region, Piedmont.
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Foto from: http://www.provincia.torino.gov.it/agrimont/file-storage/download/tipici/pdf 
paniere_brochure_tipici.pdf 

IN PIEDMONT, MOUNTAIN POTATO VARIETY ARE SOVEREIGN

In the upland areas of the province of Turin, up to 1,800 meters above sea level, 
close to the Italian and foreign potato varieties of recent introduction, old local  
potato selections are still grown. They present organoleptic qualities of merit that 
are difficult to obtain in the intensive cultivation of the plains. The main traditional 
variety is represented by Piatlina, a small potato, round, coffee-milk peel and white 
pasta. It has always been cultivated in the valleys of Cuneo, in Valle di Susa and 
Pinerolo, which we recognizethree ecotypes: the Piatlina of Cesana , the Piatlina of 
Pragelato and the Piatlina of Entraque.


Another traditional variety common in the valleys of Turin is the Ratte , with a 
reputation history in France and in Piedmont is known as the Potato bur (or Trifulot 
del bur ) . It is also known as the “bec potato” and its origins are to be found across 
the Alps , in the Lyonnais. Cross- border trades- thanks to the opening of rail 
connections between Turin and Lyon at the beginning of the twentieth century - 
brought in Alta Valle Susa Ratte small tubers.

The size of this potato are in fact small , sometimes very small , it has an elongated 
shape and slightly curved (hence the name of the “bec”, that meas beak) , pale 
yellow thin skin and pale yellow soft pulp. Its flavor is delicate and it is delicious 
eaten with its peel . Boiled , steamed, it goes well with fondue and other disse, 
prepared in the valleys. It is the “raclette potato” for excellence: ideal for preparing 
this Savoyard culinary specialty, which provides Raclette cheese melted, scraped 
and poured over baked potatoes.


But what is the value of the mountain potato?  
This type of potato takes longer to mature, it does not need treatment against 
diseases and pests and it absorbs less moisture due to the nature of the steep 
slopes and it is tastier than the potato cultivated in plains. 
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The “Paniere (or 
Basket) of 
typical products 
of the Province 
of Turin” is an 
umbrella mark 
which protects 
and guarantees 
the origins of the 
region’s typical 
food products. 

http://www.provincia.torino.gov.it/agrimont/file-storage/download/tipici/pdf


To promote and market this product the Association of producers of mountain 
potato mountain in the province of Turin was born: it manages its trademark and 
has developed a product specification. This association represents one of  the 30 
associations of producers of traditional food chains participating in the project of 
the “Basket of typical products of the province of Turin”.

A curiosity: the Parco del Gran Bosco di Salbertrand, the only park of Piedmont that 
had set up a cultivation of potatoes, is one of the promoters of the Mountain Potato 
in the province of Turin. The over 25 tons-crop is sold directly in the center of the 
Park.  http://www.parcogranboscosalbertrand.it/


Curiousness: the FRUIT MUSEUM “FRANCESCO GARNIER VALLETTI” 
Foto from: http://www.museodellafrutta.it/en/ 
The Museum presents a collection of over a thousand "artificial plastic fruits” (among 

them you can find also 50 different types of potatoes) modelled at the end of the 19th 
century by Francesco Garnier Valletti, and now property of the Operative Division of the 
Experimental Institute for Plant Nutrition of Turin. Through the reconstruction, complete 
with original furnishings, of the laboratory of analysis, of the halls of the pomological 
collection, of the library and of the director’s office of the Agrarian Chemistry Station, the 
Fruit Museum enhances and promotes its historical and scientific patrimony. The 
museum also covers its eventful history, from the constitution of the Agrarian Chemistry 
Station in 1871 to present day, an essential part of a rather unknown aspect of the 
history of the city: Turin’s development of applied research in agriculture between the 
19th and 20th century. Heart and centre of the Museum is its extraordinary pomological 
collection, which includes hundreds of varieties of apples, pears, peaches, apricots, 
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plums, grapes… Acquired between 1927 and 1935, the collection was accurately 
restored and studied and is now finally on display for the public, offering a chance to 
learn about the life and work of Francesco Garnier Valletti. Born in Giaveno (Turin) in 
1808, Francesco Garnier Valletti was a brilliant and eccentric individual, at once artisan, 
artist and scientist. He died in Turin in 1889.  
The museum is a plunge into the past as well as a chance to ponder on the truly 
contemporary issue of biodiversity.
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